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introduction

Any business reliant on printing and 
print technology must decide how 
they maintain and manage their fleet 
of devices, supply those devices with 
toner, repair broken machines and 
replace machines that aren’t worth 
repairing. Along with the responsibilities 
of maintaining a print environment, 

business and organizations are 
tasked with handling individual 
expenses, budgeting for the 
unknown and making decisions 
without the support of quantitative 
data. And, as an organization grows 
and multiplies, these issues grow 
along with it. 



Managed Print Services is Marco’s solution to the problems an inefficient print 
environment creates. It’s a program designed for retail businesses who want to 
eliminate the frustrations and inefficiencies caused by their current print program 
– or lack thereof. With Managed Print Services for retail, we provide the expertise, 
the platform and the proactive services to keep your printers running smoothly. 

In this eBook we discuss how Managed Print Services programs put your 
print technology responsibilities into the hands of experts. Our team of print 
professionals fully monitor and manage the full extent of your printing needs. 
Entering into a Managed Print Services program provides continued cost-savings 
and allows your staff to stay focused on their tasks and priorities, not their printers. 

This eBook details: 
 • Managed Print Services (MPS) programs 
 • Steps toward MPS implementation
 • MPS program components  
 • Real-life examples of MPS in retail environments  
 • MPS reporting and analysis 



Who Manages 
Your Retail Print 
Environments?
Many regional and national retail businesses lack a clear picture of their print 
environment. Businesses with tens, hundreds and even thousands of retail 
locations often manage their print needs through their corporate IT Departments. 
This translates to IT Directors all around the nation being tasked with sourcing 
repairs, invoicing expenses and ordering supplies and maintenance for a print 
environment they’ve never seen. 

How can corporate manage their individual stores when they are located in a 
different state or geographical region? It’s unrealistic and inefficient to fly internal 
IT staff store to store, but without some type of process in place, print needs are 
tended to reactively instead of proactively, leaving a significant blind spot in your 
business plan. 

Because printing is required for retail stores to properly function, when a device 
needs supplies, maintenance, repair or replacement, internal IT departments 
need to accommodate those needs, otherwise the business cannot operate. 
And, because of the sheer enormity of regional and national retail geography, IT 
is oftentimes taking action after a store informs them of a problem. This leaves 
a certain level of autonomy at the store level and a certain level of vulnerability 
at the corporate level. Operating an unsupervised print environment leaves retail 
businesses without a firm foundation to budget, make informed decisions and 
manage individual store print devices. 



Managed Print Services, Defined
Managed Print Services is a program that streamlines printer management, monitors usage and 
reduces the costs associated with printing. MPS programs streamline printer management by tracking 
the use of toner and other supplies and automating the delivery of replacements, as well as keeping 
regular maintenance schedules on all devices. Usage monitoring means every action the printer 
performs is tracked and reported back to corporate headquarters on a monthly basis. 

The advanced reporting features allow corporate to understand how printing is used at the store level. 
This is the first step in understanding workflow, improving efficiency, cutting waste and implementing 
cost-saving changes. Because, without an understanding of the true cost of printing, it’s difficult to 
implement change or put control mechanisms in place. Managed Print Services takes the mystery out of 
retail print environments and gives corporate the data and documentation to make informed decisions in 
the best interest of the company and the store location. 

While there are many components involved in entering a Managed Print Services program, this eBook 
will discuss each one individually, providing a comprehensive understanding of how MPS programs 
function and how they benefit retail environments.



MPS Phase 1: Initial Assessment
Every MPS program begins with an assessment of your current print technology and your desired 
business goals. This allows your print provider to understand your current print costs and what your 
organization needs to be successful. 

Be wary of a print provider who’ll enter into a MPS program without first completing an assessment. 
These assessments uncover inefficiencies, identify cost saving opportunities and ensure your 
management services truly meet your needs. Marco’s initial assessment provides you, in actual dollars, 
the estimated savings your company can realize. 

Review Business Goals
A prospective MPS provider gets to know your business so they can connect the right technology solution 
for your business objectives. You’ll likely need to provide some information so your MPS provider can 
make proper assessments and recommendations. Be prepared to share the following information: 
 • Monthly equipment and supply invoices  
 • Employee burden rates (Time your employees spend on printer-related tasks)  
 • Print outsourcing costs
 • Maintenance and repair costs (year over year)

Additionally, your MPS provider may ask:
What are your top business objectives related to print?  
What customer needs are met by print technology?  
How do you measure productivity and management?  
Do you experience any bottlenecks in business workflow?  
What is your greatest technology challenge? 



Technology Assessment
During the initial assessment your MPS provider inventories your current equipment. 
This includes documenting the type of print devices, the number of devices, their age 
and whether the device is networked. The results often surprise organizations who 
lack an overall print strategy and manage their print environment reactively.  

Device to Usage Calculation
During the technology overview and device to employee assessment your service 
provider notes the placement of your print equipment and assesses whether your 
current devices can adequately meet print demand. MPS develops a placement 
strategy focused on optimizing equipment use and functionality.

Service and Supplies Audit
Among the hidden expenses of your print environment are the costs of purchasing 
and internal support. Gathering these costs creates an accurate summary of your 
total print costs. 



Internal Support 
The IT and administrative support required to source supplies, repairs and 
maintenance as well as process the corresponding invoices is an often overlooked 
print cost. The typical burden rate of IT support is $49/hour; for invoice processing it’s 
$29/hour. Reducing your total monthly internal support cost provides  
long-term benefit. 

Purchasing Investment
Sourcing supplies, repairs and maintenance at the individual level significantly 
increases costs. More vendors and more equipment models lead to excessive costs 
and inefficient management. This is especially pertinent for organizations whose 
reach is on a regional, national or even global level. In that situation, you have to 
source print service on the individual level as well. 

However, with MPS, all your devices, models and supplies are taken care of by 
calling one number or emailing one email address. MPS consolidates these efforts so 
you don’t have to. 



After the initial assessment, your MPS provider can propose a plan designed for your business. The 
services and supplies provided in a MPS program provide significant value and benefit when aligned 
with your business goals. 

What does an MPS Program Consist of? 
A MPS program is structured around a monthly investment, with no initial down payment. Once enrolled, 
your MPS provider supplies any necessary equipment and manages your fleet, in addition to providing 
the recurring supplies and services outlined below. 

Simplified Purchasing Process
With a Managed Print Services program, you have one vendor for supplies, maintenance and service. 
Your toner use is tracked remotely and replaced automatically. Replacement toner cartridges are 
shipped to the individual stores before the existing cartridges are empty. 

Usage Monitoring
Your MPS program will recommend proper copy/print volume use and print load balance to extend your 
equipment’s lifespan. After implementation, your usage statistics allow your MPS provider to point out 
cost-saving opportunities as well as recommend adjustments to your program. 

MPS Program 
Components



Maintenance, Parts Repair & Equipment Replacement
Your MPS program will cover all travel time needed for on-site maintenance and repair, as well as all 
equipment repairs, parts replacement and equipment replacement needed due to issues caused by 
normal use. All maintenance will be performed by certified technicians and in the event replacement is 
recommended, equivalent equipment will be used.

Help Desk Support
One goal of a MPS print provider is to help you achieve your productivity goals, and in retail, printing 
occurs well beyond standard business hours. Our help desk support is available outside the typical 9-to-5.

MPS in Action
A regional retail organization with 26 individual stores and 250+ print devices implemented Marco’s 
Managed Print Services in order to simplify their print environment and alleviate their corporate IT 
department from managing all print needs. 
With Managed Print Services, their print environment is no longer managed on an “as needed” basis. 
Instead, they have: 
     • A consistent, monthly cost associated with managing their print environment
     • One point-of-contact for service and repair needs
     • Automated toner replacement
     • Monthly usage reporting
     • Print data broken down by individual retail location



Managed Print Services is an ongoing partnership between you and your print provider. A MPS program 
is specifically designed for your retail organization’s printing needs and budget. And, because your print 
needs change as your organization grows and evolves, your MPS program does too. 

A MPS program doesn’t just change with your organization, it actively helps you accomplish your goals. 
Common organizational goals pertain to productivity, workflow, enterprise content management, security 
and controlling and reducing costs. One of the most important aspects of goal setting is establishing a 
process to measure and analyze progress. 

Reviews and Reporting
Your Managed Print Services provider will conduct regular business reviews. During the review process 
your print provider will identify areas of improvement and areas that still need attention. Here are some 
of the main components of a recurring business review and examples of how this information can help 
you make improvements. 

It’s More than a Service; 
It’s a Partnership



Service Call History
MPS providers report on all service calls made for your organization’s print environment. This data can 
identify common issues, as well as any major device or user concerns. 

For example, if the Help Desk receives numerous calls about programing emails into printers, your 
employees could receive additional training or a “cheat sheet” explaining the process step by step. 

Supply Order History
A history report of your supply purchases allows you to compare these costs against your previous 
expenses before beginning your MPS program. Most organizations realize significant cost-savings at 
their first recurring business review. 

Device Use Report
The focus of your device utilization report depends on which data is relevant for you and your 
established goals. This report provides the following user and usage information by device: 
     • Total pages  
     • Total color and black and white prints or copies  
     • Total single or duplexed pages  
     • Number of scanned or faxed documents  
     • Types of media used  

This comprehensive understanding of your organization’s print performance helps determine 
adjustments to your print environment. For example, you may be able to assess which location is using 
what equipment most and determine if their usage is relevant to work; if not, you can address the issue 
with supporting data.  



Device Use Executive Summary
This report provides a high level utilization overview of all managed devices. This 
general overview highlights any major issues or concerns, defining which issues 
need attention first. 

Average Monthly Copy/Print Volume
This report provides the average monthly copy/print volume for each device 
on your Managed Print Services program. As you track this over time, you will 
see if any devices become less efficient with age. At a certain point, your MPS 
provider may recommend equipment relocation for aging devices, to a less active 
print area in your network. If equipment is too old or unable to keep up with 
demand in any location and repairs are no longer cost effective, your provider will 
recommend replacement.  

MPS Agreement Coverage
Finally, you will review your agreement with your MPS provider and address any 
questions or adjustments that arose during your recurring business review. 

The average company spends thousands of dollars on printing, copying, faxing, 
scanning and distributing information. Managed Print Services can help you invest 
in your print environment by developing, planning, servicing and supporting your 
organization’s print strategy. MPS providers can help you save time and money 
and eliminate print-related frustrations. Talk to an advisor today to see how a MPS 
program could help your organization.  

conclusion



With Marco, Managed Print Services begins with initial on-site assessments to 
capture information and identify issues with efficiency, support and resourcing. 
Managed Print Services assess the number of devices on your network, how the 
devices are connected and what their usage statistics are.

Our data collection is so comprehensive that we’re able to clearly state a business’s 
average monthly spend and monthly usage, by network, environment and location. 
Even assessing how print costs compare from location to location becomes possible, 
as well as maintaining individual print budgets for each location. 

A Managed Print environment includes comprehensive service and maintenance, 
which frees up employees so they can remain focused on the core goals of the 
business, without worrying about printer problems arising over time. With Managed 
Print Services for retail, you’ll have the visibility and resources to make informed 
decisions, as well as the data to support them.
Our talented and experienced employees are dedicated to helping organizations 
manage their information by applying network expertise to all areas of business 
technology. Our technology advisors work to make your company work better, faster 
and smarter. 

Our mission is to help our customers effectively apply technology that contributes 
to their success. We get to know each of our customers’ business goals and needs 
before recommending and implementing any of our technology solutions. We’ll help 
you make the right decisions today, for your continued success tomorrow. 

Marco for Managed 
Print Services 

CONTACT AN MPS RETAIL EXPERT

LET’S GET IN TOUCH



With Marco, Managed Print Services begins with initial on-site 
assessments to capture information and identify issues with 
efficiency, support and resourcing. Managed Print Services 
assess the number of devices on your network, how the devices 
are connected and what their usage statistics are.Our data 
collection is so comprehensive that we’re able to clearly state 
a business’s average monthly spend and monthly usage, by 
network, environment and location. Even assessing how print 
costs compare from location to location becomes possible, as 
well as maintaining individual print budgets for each location.

A Managed Print environment includes comprehensive service 
and maintenance, which frees up employees so they can remain 
focused on the core goals of the business, without worrying about 

printer problems arising over time. With Managed Print Services 
for retail, you’ll have the visibility and resources to make informed 
decisions, as well as the data to support them.Our talented and 
experienced employees are dedicated to helping organizations 
manage their information by applying network expertise to all 
areas of business technology. Our technology advisors work to 
make your company work better, faster and smarter.

Our mission is to help our customers effectively apply  
technology that contributes to their success. We get to know 
each of our customers’ business goals and needs before 
recommending and implementing any of our technology 
solutions. We’ll help you make the right decisions today, for  
your continued success tomorrow. 

Did you find this e-book useful? Share it with your friends!
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